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Introduction
Over	the	course	of	five	Wednesday	evenings	from	

May 24 to June 21, a placemaking and community 

design program unfolded at 289 Derby in order to 

collectively reimagine and design a schematic plan 

for the space. Studioful stewarded the placemak-

ing process in close collaboration with Creative 

Salem, the City of Salem, and CBA Landscape 

Architects LLC., who developed the schematic 

drawings during the last three events. 

The following document summarizes the events 

and community input, including recommendations 

for future design and stewardship proposals sup-

ported by the participants, a contact list of partici-

pants interested in ongoing participation with 289 

Derby, and an appendix of participant materials.

Community engagement: 
On-site “Design Events” wall and inviting people to join events
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Public Departments
City of Salem

City Councilors

Council on Aging

Department Park, Recreation and Community 

Services

Department of Public Services

No Place For Hate Committee

Planning and Community Development

Police Department

Public Art Commission

Recycling Committee

Salem Historical Society

Private Businesses
Bambolina

Brothers Taverna

B&S Fitness

Coast to Coast Paddle

Flatbread Pizza

Northshore Bartending

Notch Brewery

Retonica

Scarlet Letter Press

Tim Clarke

Waters	and	Brown

Upside Media LLC

Zybodrone

Neighborhood / Resident 
Associations
Bridge St Neck Neighborhood Association

Derby Lofts

Point Neighborhood Association

NIAC	Northfields

Non-profit / Educational/ 
Community Organizations
Extreme History Project

From the Bow Seat 

Mass in Motion

Project Adventure

On Point Plummer Youth Promise

One	Heart	Infinite	Pulses

S.A.F.E.

Salem Green Space

Salem Main Streets

Salem Sound Coastwatch

Salem State University

SATV

YMCA

Artists / Artist Organizations
Denis Mongale

Hammesfahr Mark

Gregg Coles Drum & Dance

Joey Phoenix

Kati Nalbandian

Maitland Family Music

Salem Arts Association

Salem Scottish Dancers

Sarah Slifer Swift

THRANCE

Design Event Collaborators
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Space Preparation
We	prepared	the	space	over	the	course	of	ten	

days	prior	to	the	first	event	on	May	24,	2017.

• The City of Salem leveled the lot, brought in 

almost 40 stumps harvested from dying trees, 

brought in tables and chairs, and so much 

more.

• Public Art Planner Deborah Greel helped 

us get the Mural Slam 2016 artworks from 

Artists’ Row to the lot: it was a synchronistic 

moment since they needed to come down and 

make way for Mural Slam 2017 happening 

June 3-4 for this year’s Salem Arts Festival. 

• Tim Clarke, who owns the masonry building 

adjacent to the lot organized for his crew to 

put up the mural panels. 

• Waters	and	Brown	donated	paint	and	helped	

in myriad ways. 

• The students from Plummer Youth Promise 

helped paint the stumps, doors, and chalk-

board stencils. 

• Tim Haigh of Bambolina helped erect our two 

engagement walls. A community member 

dropped off more paint. 

• The Electrical Department hooked up the 

electricity for music, and helped upcycle the 

pinwheels	from	last	year’s	Move	With	Me	com-

munity art project. 

• Just an hour before the event, Jason Rice of 

Zybodrone wandered onto the lot as we were 

setting	up	and	asked	if	he	could	film	the	event	

with his drone, which he did. 

• A family with their kids came to paint the re-

maining stumps. 

• These types of spontaneous interactions are 

critical to including people in the planning of 

289 Derby, and generally opening up the plan-

ning process. 

Placemaking Activities established on site: 

• Chalkboard	Wall,	8ftx8ft	with	chalk

• Calendar of Future Events, 4ftx8ft sign

• Summary	Wall,	4ftx8ft	showing	summary	and	

photos after each event

• 12 Murals

• Seating Stumps 

• Perimeter Pinwheels

• Photo/poetry display of Salem Public Spaces

Lot transformed into community space through seating stumps 
and programming
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Event One: Dance & Design
Placemaking Activities:

• Postcards: questions + contact information

• Chalkboard	Wall	Votes:	top	suggestions

• Precedent Image Votes: top images

• Doors of Engagement: questions

• Dancing on Site: Thrance for kids, Drum Circle 

and African Dancing, Modern Dance, Scottish 

Dancing

EVENT SUMMARY

Our	first	event	–	Dance	&	Design	at	289	Derby	

–	featured	four	local	dance	groups	that	danced	

and made music in different locations. First, kids 

danced with Thrance as adults watched; then 

everyone drummed in a circle right on the edge 

of the water and watched African dancing; we 

then watched  Sarah Slifer Swift engage the entire 

space through bold modern dance movements; we 

finally	ended	with	a	fun	and	frenzied	Scottish	jig.	

We	showcased	talented	local	artists	engaging	

people in dance across ages and genres: Thrance, 

Greg Coles Dance and Drum, Sarah Slifer Swift, 

and the Scottish Dancers around Salem since 

1974. Their participation strongly suggests their 

desire to help produce spaces for community and 

creativity	–	they	all	agreed	to	participate	with	

short notice and a bare-bones infrastructure. Each 

performance transformed the space. They helped 

us imagine. 

• At the end of the evening, we unanimously 

voted for a dance and performance space right 

on the water.

While	some	people	danced,	many	more	watched.	

The	seemingly	small	infill	plot	of	land	seemed	

much larger when people walked around its ex-

tents. On two occasions we counted over 65 

people. 

• We	provided	opportunity	for	people	to	come	

for	five	minutes	or	stay	for	a	couple	hours	

• We	engaged	people	in	multiple	ways	from	con-

versations, to dancing, to simply observing.

• We	collected	postcards,	votes	on	favorite	im-

ages and chalkboard suggestions, and provided 

input on the “Doors of Engagement.” 

During the event, Clara Batchelor and DJ Cha-

gnon of CBA Landscape Architects noticed that 

“The most common adjectives that came across 

from talking to people looking at precedent pic-

tures for the space at 289 Derby were shade, soft, 

and green. People often pointed to pictures and 

said, “I like the trees.” or “I like the shade (from 

the tree).” Many people also liked pictures of 

lawn or pictures that had areas that were densely 

planted.” People’s actions seemed to align with 

these comments: before the dancing began, most 

people gathered on the north-west corner under 

the shade cast by a sidewalk tree. The space is 

surrounded by mainly concrete. Generally, people 

rested or walked along the edges, staying away 

from the broad, shadeless middle. Kids fully took 

over the stumps arranged in circles and semicir-

cles showing that for the young, a playground 

is much more expansive than the typical plastic 

stock. 

Dancing in four locations and four styles showcased the 
possibilities of the space to host a more permanent dance stage

Information table and sidewalk invitations brought people 
walking by to the events
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Event One: Dance & Design
INPUT SUMMARY 

From over 50 suggestions written on the chalk-

board wall, the most popular by far was: “Botan-

ical Garden with open space for education, mu-

sic, dance.” Talking to dozens of people over the 

course	of	the	first	Community	Design	Event	and	

analyzing the written community input, the win-

ning idea began to make sense: people generally 

want some variation of “gathering” in some sort 

of	“green	space.”	What	type	of	gathering	and	in	

what kind of green space is different for different 

people. The desire for multiple potential activities 

(reflecting	plural	communities)	is	exactly	what	is	

offered by a “Botanical Garden with open space 

for education, music, dance.” This suggestion im-

plies that this would be an open space for a vari-

ety of activities, surrounded by greenery that is of 

greater interest, and perhaps meaning, than the 

standard grass-and-tree landscape.

Chalkboard wall suggestions are voted on during the events, 
engaging with people who left messages throughout the week

Participants vote on top precedent images of other park and 
public spaces, amenities, and programming

Participants answer questions to help priorities community 
needs and desires
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Event One: Precedent Imgaes
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Event One: Precedent Imgaes
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Event One: Community Input *see Appendix A

289 DERBY Community Input Week 1 of 5SALEM PUBLIC SPACE PROJECT I CREATIVE SALEM I CBA LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

1. Botanical Garden with open space 
for education, music, dance ...........

2. Park with trees and benches........... 
3. Music Venue...................................  
4. Green space with seating/Green 

Space – Added Nature ...................
5. Perforing Arts Center/Performance 

Space ............................................
6. Bridge to the Point ........................
7. Cinema, outdoor ...........................
8. Lawn on D 2.0 (grown-up creative 

play) .............................................
9. Row Boats ....................................
10. Amphitheatre ...............................

TOP 10 SUGGESTIONS            VOTES

53
30
28

27

26
24
23

23
19
18

1. Gathering space: welcoming, inclusive, 
accessible to all

2. Varied activities: day/night, all seasons
3. Connect to community, waterfront, 

storefronts
4. Green, environmental
5. Safe
6. Beautiful, well-designed
7. Well-maintained

POSTCARD / SURVEY QUESTION 1
THE MOST IMPORTANT THING TO ME 
FOR THE FUTURE OF 289 DERBY

POSTCARD / SURVEY QUESTION 2
TWO ACTIVITIES I HOPE TO DO AT 289 
DERBY
1. Relax / sit / enjoy nature
2. Dance / music / performance 
3. Walk / dog-walk / cycle
4. Meet friends
5. Eat: food trucks, pop-ups, picnic
6. Play, make-art, explore
7. Play: games and watersports

POSTCARD / SURVEY QUESTION 3
THREE WORDS TO DESCRIBE HOW I 
WANT TO FEEL AT 289 DERBY

1. Safe / comfortable / included
2. Relaxed / refreshed / green
3. Happy
4. Entertained / excited / fun
5. Creative / engaged / imaginative / artsy
6. Connected, community
7. Proud

TOP INPUT: SURVEY / POSTCARDSTOP INPUT: DOORS OF ENGAGEMENT

POSTCARD / SURVEY QUESTION 4
THE NEEDS I HAVE THAT MATTER 
MOST IN THE DESIGN OF 289 DERBY
1. Green space
2. Safe
3. Creative / welcoming / inclusive
4. Environmental harmony / urban oasis
5. Connected to nature, adjacent areas, 

community groups
6. Amenities for people and pets

1. WHAT ACTIVITY DO YOU WANT AT 
289 DERBY?

1. Community gatherings
2. Interactive art
3. Music / Dance / Performances / Movies
4. Games / water games
5. Outdoor dining
6. Educational elements

2. HOW CAN 289 DERBY BENEFIT 
YOU?

1. Bridge to connect communitites
2. Place to meet friends / Place for commu-

nity gatherings 
3. Reveal plural histories of communities
4. Increase safety
5. Provide amenities / place for creativity
6. Place to excercise / engage in active life

3. WE HAVE 750K:  WHAT SHOULD WE 
DO?

4. DREAM GOAL?

5. QUESTIONS?

1. Public Art / spaces for creativity
2. Community activities
3. Performance Space / ampitheatre
4. Green space / gardens
5. Bathrooms

1. Open, creative, welcoming space that 
feels like it’s owned / shaped by commu-
nity for all people

1. How can 289 Derby benefit the most 
people? 

TOP INPUT: CHALKBOARD WALL

TOP INPUT: PRECEDENT IMAGES

1. Curvilinear sitting area, wooden ground 
plain surrounded with plants ..................

2. Amphitheater with lawn .........................
3. Lawn on D trellis with “moon” swings.....
4. A large open spaced with picnic tables, 

chairs, trellis and trees ............................
5. A blue net for sitting and lounging ..........

32
30
25

23
17

TOP 5 SUGGESTIONS            VOTES
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Event Two: Meet & Share
Placemaking Activities:

• Yellow sheets:  draw, write, collage images

• Chalkboard	Wall	Votes:	top	suggestions

• Precedent Image Votes: top images

EVENT SUMMARY

On May 31, dozens of people representing 22 

local organizations gathered at 289 Derby for a 

deeper discussion for what this new waterfront 

public	space	should	be.	We	sat	and	stood	around	

a large table and discussed the priorities of each 

person through the lens of their organization, or 

group they felt they represented, such as neigh-

borhood associations, young families, or the near-

by Derby Lofts.

A lot of the comments and desires were ultimately 

for spaces and elements that have multiple uses 

and appeal to multiple people of all ages, ethnici-

ties, and abilities. 

For instance, some participants did not want 

another playground. However, many supported 

integrating an engaging sculpture that could be 

climbed by kids as well as start conversations with 

adults as a desirable design solution to multiple 

competing interests.

INPUT SUMMARY 

The need for this half-acre spot of land to serve 

many needs, and still function as a beautiful space 

with a clear identity continued during our second 

Community Design Event: Meet&Share. 

The collective priorities and values were pretty 

clear, and align well with what we heard in week 1:

1. Accessible to all people, abilities, ages, ethnici-

ties 

2. Multi-use / multi-programming / community 

gathering for all seasons

3. Green Space 

4. Connections to water and Peabody St Park

5. Safe

6. Maintainable

The large table facilitated a communal conversation about 
priorities for the space

Participants vote on top precedent images  and use them to 
imagine the possibilities for the space

Participants write, draw, and use images to help illustrate their 
visions for the space
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Event Two: Precedent Imgaes

CBA Landscape Architects: precedent images
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Event Two: Precedent Imgaes

CBA Landscape Architects: precedent images
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Event Two: Discussion Diagram
CONNECT

Many	expressed	desires	to	connect	–	by	continu-

ing the Harborwalk around the South River, by 

connecting across the river to Peabody Street 

Park, and The Point neighborhood, by opening up 

access to the water, and by designing elements to 

facilitate social interactions.

GATHER IN THE GREEN

Participants expressed a desire for resilient and 

sustainable vegetation that could even involve 

permaculture including passive food producing 

plants. Maintenance and engaging local support 

to steward the space is important. A green buffer 

to mitigate the gasoline smell on the west side of 

the lot, or to buffer against the noise from Derby 

Street on the north is important.

Many were drawn to the image of a labyrinth 

that integrates paving with greenery. This image 

represents the desire of many to integrate na-

ture with community gathering: “Plants mixed in 

with sculptural elements” and “Greenspace inter-

spersed with gathering space.” 

The	circular	flat	space	of	a	labyrinth	could	help	fa-

cilitate different activities: a place for quiet walk-

ing meditation, a focal point for an amphitheater 

for theatre or music, a space to lead a yoga class, 

and a small ice-skating rink in the winter. Partic-

ipants want to exercise, especially important for 

people of all ages.

GATHER ON THE BLUE

Most participants expressed a desire to connect 

to the water, through an actual kayak and paddle-

board launch, or by having a beautiful fence from 

which to lean and peer out.

A PLACE FOR GAMES, PERFORMANCE, AND 

LEARNING

Most participants also want a space for backyard 

type games, outdoor spaces for learning and gath-

ering, and performances that aren’t too loud. The 

noise factor was one area of disagreement. Many 

expressed a desire for seeing music and perfor-

mances with the water as backdrop, while others 

are concerned with the noise.

A PLACE FOR CONTEMPLATION, ART, AND 

CONVERSATION

Many participants expressed a desire for an ur-

ban oasis of green where they can rejuvenate 

since Derby Street lacks green up to the Maritime 

Center. People would like to contemplate nature, 

perhaps understand native plants or how a rain 

garden works. Many suggested using art as a way 

to start conversations. Some participants reached 

across the river and suggested that art can im-

prove the look of the National Grid station by 

weaving through the fence, or painting a mural, or 

using artful light.

AMENITIES

Thoughtful lighting was a big item! As was having 
a	water-bottle	filling	station	and	other	amenities	

such as an on-site calendar of events and a so-

lar-powered phone charging station.

DERBY STREET

SOUTH RIVER

EXISTING LAWN AREA

GAS STATION

CONVENIENCE STORE

MASONRY WALL

POTENTIAL
BRIDGE
CONNECTION

PEABODY ST PARK

urban oasis
multi-activity / 
semi-green

shading?

eating / art / 
interact

multi-activity / 
paving

run-off green buffer

p
er

m
ac

u
lt

u
re

 /
 g

ar
d

en
 /

 
in

te
gr

at
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 s
ea

ti
n

g 
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Derby St noise buffer
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labyrinth / ampitheatre / 
multi-use stage / winter rink

Top images and plan locations of community input
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Event Three: Play & Plan
Event Three: Play & Plan @ 289 Derby 

• Placemaking Activities:

• Placemaking Postcards

• Plan Votes

EVENT SUMMARY

During our third event, Rachel and Jemma of One 

Heart	Infinite	Pulses	led	a	beautiful	yoga	class	

right on the water’s edge with percussive sounds 

by Denis Monagle. B&S Fitness provided fun 

back-yard games that were in play throughout 

the event by people of all ages. Project Adventure 

challenged participants in collaborative games 

from a balancing beam to a walking by consensus. 

Barbara Maitland led a group in collaborative mu-

sic after while others investigated and conversed 

about the plans up on the brick wall.

Our	first	two	Community	Design	Events	focused	

primarily on listening to the many communities 

and individuals that came to participate in creat-

ing a new water front public space at 289 Derby 

Street in Downtown Salem. The big take-aways 

were that people wanted a variety of activities 

that could be done on a well-maintained resilient 

green space, and on paved surfaces that would fa-

cilitate a connection to the water, to our artist-led 

creative community, and to each other across the 

seasons. 

Through the chalkboard suggestion wall, online 

surveys, and participatory meetings, Salem Pub-

lic Space Project categorized these varied, often 

complementary desires. 

Yoga class on the water showcases group exercise  in the space; 
in this case the yoga instructors chose their ideal location 

The Wednesday night Notch running group activated the space 
and helped people imagine a space for exercise and activity

Project Adventure, B&S Fitness, and Maitland Family Music 
brought activities for all ages througout the space
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Event Three: Play & Plan
INPUT SUMMARY 

CBA	Landscape	Architects	created	five	plan	op-

tions that would facilitate many of these activities. 

At this stage in the design, these are containers 

for what may be, and don’t yet contain all the pos-

sible activities. 

Many of the plans show seating along the mason-

ry building that will likely transform in the future 

to be more transparent with glass instead of brick 

at the bays. On the edge with the gas station, 

many of the plans represent the desired green 

buffer. Another similarity is the open area along 

the water for performance or participatory class-

es from yoga to ice-skating in winter. The middle 

then shows a spectrum of grass and paving combi-

nations	that	all	allow	for	flexible	uses	in	different	

ways. 

The goal for Play&Plan was to choose two plans 

from	five.	The	chosen	plans	were	“A”	and	“C”	

showing	green	areas	flanking	a	central	paved	area	

in straight and curvilinear forms, respectively.

CBA Landscape Architects showcased five plan options below 
the murals on site

The goal was to narrow the five plans to two options
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Event Three: Five Plan Options 1-3

CBA Landscape Architects: five plan options
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Event Three: Five Plan Options 4-5

CBA Landscape Architects: five plan options
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Event Three: Postcards Input

Three words to describe how I want to feel at 
289 Derby ...

Two Activities I hope to do at 289 Derby ... The most important thing to ME for the 
future of 289 Derby ...
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Event Four: Eat & Imagine
Placemaking Activities:

• Placemaking Placemats: choose one plan and 

top amenities / activities

EVENT SUMMARY

For our fourth Community Design Event, Eat & 

Imagine at 289 Derby, our goal was simple: in-

volve everyone in choosing between two design 

schemes with Placemaking Placemats before 

enjoying some spontaneous eats on site. 

People	filled	out	their	Placemaking	Placemats	and	

then got food from Bambolina’s pop-up grill with a 

meat and a vegetarian option. 

People chatted around the tables, ate, and had a 

good time. After the sun went down, we screened 

an SATV compilation of footage from festivals and 

events around town.

Bambolina provided freshly grilled meat and veggie wraps

Salem Green Space, supported by the YMCA, brought seedlings 
and talked about communal green spaces
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Event Four: Eat & Imagine
INPUT SUMMARY

The varied activities people have envisioned for 

the space, from native permaculture gardens to 

winter ice-skating, would be possible in either 

configuration	designed	by	CBA	Landscape	Archi-

tects. 

The primary distinction between the two plans is 

that one scheme is straight, and the other curvy. 

We	thought	we’d	have	some	debate	and	close	calls	

about which way to go, so we created “Consensus” 

placemats at each table. They were unnecessary! 

At a ratio of 8 to 10, the “curvy” plan was the clear 

favorite! 

There were many reasons for this. The primary 

factor was that it would be a unique form in Salem 

and people were attracted to the soft edges. The 

undulating paved space shows two discrete areas 

for	flexible	activities	–	one	in	the	center	of	the	

space surrounded by greenery, and the other clos-

er to the water with amphitheater-like integrated 

seating and a stage area that can double as a lab-

yrinth for walking meditation during the summer, 

and even and ice-skating rink in the winter.

The green space is similarly well suited to facili-

tate the multiple types of green space desired by 

participants: botanical gardens with plants for 

pollinators and native species in some areas, and 

lawn space with shade and seating in other zones. 

Together, these discrete elements facilitate lay-

ered uses to incorporate a surprising amount of 

the community suggestions we’ve gathered over 

the	past	five	weeks	of	engagement.	

Participants filled out Placemaking Placemats choosing their 
ideal plan option (from the top two) and detailing “why”
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Event Four: Top 2 Schematic Plans

CBA Landscape Architects: top two schematic plans

OPTION A OPTION B
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20
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0
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1
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16
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X
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X
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22

Summer

Water

Winter

Green Space 

Art / Creative Space

Gathering Space

Connections (future phases)

- Chance Encounters

- Contemplation

- Outdoor Games

- Outdoor Exercise

- Meetings

- Learning

- Performances

- Picnics

- Festivals

- other: farmers’ market, food trucks 

(+6), outdoor movies, bike repair

- Ice skating

- Ice sculpture

-	other:	ice	carving	class,	fire	pits,	

snowman building contest!

winterfest! warming station for home-

less, cross-country ski paths)

- Kayaks, Small Boats, Paddleboards

- Festival in the South River

- Ocean learning (sea level rise, native/

invasive species)

- Fishing Area

- other: climbing observation tower

1. Botanical Garden

2. Open Lawn Space

3. Lawn with Shade + Seating

4. Labyrinth / Zen Garden / Stone walking path

5.	Plants	for	Pollinators	(butterflies,	bees)

6. Native Plants

1. Amphitheater

2. Multi-use Stage (performances/classes)

3. Area for Meetings

4. Structure for Shade

5. Ice-skating Rink (temp. winter only)

6. Site Lighting

7. Outdoor screen (added by 3)

1. Rotating Outdoor Art - installation / murals

2. Sculptural / Climbable Seating / Play

3. Imaginative Patterned Paving (permeable)

4.	Sculptural	Fence	at	Water’s	Edge	

5. Sculpture for the blind

6. Artful intervention at National Grid Fence 

1. Bridge to Peabody Street Park
2. Boardwalk Extention
3. Steps down to Tidal Access

On-Site Calendar of Events

Bike Racks

Storage Area

Water	Bottle-filling	Station	(for	pets	too)

Dog area

Bathrooms

Plan B: 70 votes (from 88)

X
X

X

X

X

Event Four: Placemaking Placemats Input*
Amenities

*See Appendix for input documentation
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23

Summer

Water

Winter

Green Space 

Art / Creative Space

Gathering Space

Connections (future phases)

- Chance Encounters

- Contemplation

- Outdoor Games

- Outdoor Exercise

- Meetings

- Learning

- Performances

- Picnics

- Festivals

- other: farmers’ market, food trucks 

(+6), outdoor movies

- Ice skating

- Ice sculpture

-	other:	ice	carving	class,	fire	pits,	

snowman building contest!

winterfest! warming station for home-

less)

- Kayaks, Small Boats, Paddleboards

- Festival in the South River

- Ocean learning (sea level rise, native/

invasive species)

- Fishing Area

- other: climbing observation tower

1. Botanical Garden

2. Open Lawn Space

3. Lawn with Shade + Seating

4. Labyrinth / Zen Garden / Stone walking path

5.	Plants	for	Pollinators	(butterflies,	bees)

6. Native Plants

1. Amphitheater

2. Multi-use Stage (performances/classes)

3. Area for Meetings

4. Structure for Shade

5. Ice-skating Rink (temp. winter only)

6. Site Lighting

7. Outdoor screen (added by 3)

1. Rotating Outdoor Art - installation / murals

2. Sculptural / Climbable Seating / Play

3. Imaginative Patterned Paving (permeable)

4.	Sculptural	Fence	at	Water’s	Edge	

5. Sculpture for the blind

6. Artful intervention at National Grid Fence 

1. Bridge to Peabody Street Park
2. Boardwalk Extention
3. Steps down to Tidal Access

On-Site Calendar of Events

Bike Racks

Storage Area

Water	Bottle-filling	Station	(for	pets	too)

Dog area

Bathrooms

Plan A: 18 votes (from 88)
Amenities

Event Four: Placemaking Placemats Input
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Summer Activities

Water Connection

Winter Activities

Green Space 

Art / Creative Space

Gathering Space

Connections (future phases)

51 Performances 

44 Festivals 

39 Picnics 

32 Outdoor Exercise 

31 Outdoor Games 

28 Contemplation 

22 Learning 

21 Chance Encounters

16 Meetings

other: farmers’ market, food trucks (+6), 

outdoor movies, bike repair

53 Ice skating

32 Ice sculpture

other:	ice	carving	class,	fire	pits,	

snowman building contest!

winterfest! warming station for homeless, 

cross-country ski paths)

47 Kayaks, Small Boats, Paddleboards

28 Ocean learning (sea level rise, native/inva-

sive species)

24 Fishing Area

21 Festival in the South River

- other: climbing observation tower

49	Plants	for	Pollinators	(butterflies,	bees)	
43 Lawn with Shade + Seating 

38 Labyrinth / Zen Garden /Stone walking path

37 Botanical Garden

30 Native Plants

22 Open Lawn Space

45 Multi-use Stage (performances/classes) 

34 Structure for Shade 

33 Ice-skating Rink (temp. winter only) 

29 Amphitheater

28 Site Lighting

16 Area for Meetings 

3 Outdoor screen (added by participants)

40 Rotating Outdoor Art - installation / murals

33 Sculptural / Climbable Seating / Play

29 Sculpture for the blind 

20 Artful intervention at National Grid Fence 

16 Imaginative Patterned Paving (permeable)

15	Sculptural	Fence	at	Water’s	Edge	

33 Bridge to Peabody Street Park
31 Boardwalk Extension
29 Steps down to Tidal Access

59	Water	Bottle-filling	Station	(for	pets	too)	

50 On-Site Calendar of Events

45 Bike Racks

11 Storage Area

5 Bathrooms (added by participants)

3 Dog area (added by participants)

General Amenities

Event Four: Placemaking Placemats Input Total
I plan to visit 289 Derby every....
40 week 

9 day

6 month

3 month at least

3 event

2 every other day

2 every few days

1 Saturday

1 summer

I want to help with ___at 289 
Derby. 
8 event planning / programming 

8 volunteer / anything that needs involvement

6	plants	/	gardening	/	help	plant	flowers
5 word of mouth/ community building 

4 clean-up / maintenance

3 art

3 work

3 children’s events / making it kid friendly

poetry readings

playing

building things!

development

No Place for Hate events

meet-ups

socializing / watching and participation

wildlife

feedback

public relations

design ideas

chance encounters

love

I hope to ___________at 289 Derby.
13 relax 

7 see performances / listen to music

6 visit

5  hang out / meet friends

5 walk / stroll after dinner 

4 play

4 witness community contentment

4	be	/	find	nirvana	/grow	/	live	
3 exercise

3 skate 

2 help / volunteer

2 have fun

2 read

love

tell stories

listen

enjoy

do crafts

science

learn chess

enjoy green space

be creative

access water

build art

community gathering

eat

sit

play games

see art

see a fountain

see improvements

change hope

play bocce ball

dance

kayak to
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Event Five: Party
Placemaking Activities:

• Friends of 289 Derby: refrigerator magnets 

and sign up

EVENT SUMMARY

The	final	event	featured	active	engagement	of	

the entire space. Since the “Curvilenear” plan was 

the overwhelming favorite, we drew the primary 

shape on the compacted asphalt so that people 

could see the proposed line between green and 

paved	surfaces.	We	lined	up	chairs,	tables,	and	

design sections throughout the space, and people 

spread out across the lot in small groups. In the 

center of the space, we used the “Engagement 

Doors” to create a sculptural piece to be painted 

by	participants.	With	the	help	of	Creative	Salem’s	

Kati Nalbandian and Joey Phoenix, participants 

painted the seasons on the doors inspired by the 

desire	for	a	year-round	space.	The	final	event	felt	

like a block party, and people expressed satisfac-

tion with the design proposal. 

Unlike	the	other	events,	the	final	was	less	struc-

tured. People walked the site, met with each 

other, ate food from Brothers Taverna, listened 

to local band, Model Citizens, and got close to the 

river when Coast to Coast paddleboarders came 

up for a visit.

“Doors of Engagement” become a collective sculptural art-piece 
in response to participants’ desire for more creative on-site art

Brothers Taverna serves falafel, grape leaves, and salad for the 
final event

Coast to Coast paddle visited the site via the South River from 
Forest River Park helping people imagine a water connection
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Event Five: Party
INPUT SUMMARY

For	our	final	engagement	activity,	we	engaged	

people to sign up for becoming a “Friend of 289 

Derby” for the ongoing engagement and stew-

ardship of the space as it goes through design and 

after	construction	is	completed.	We	provided	

refrigerator magnets people could take to remem-

ber the project by; 48 people signed up to help 

with stewardship of the space, design, and pro-

gramming	across	five	categories:

• Green Space: 16 volunteers

• Events: 10 volunteers

• Kid’s Activities: 7 volunteers

• Art-making: 4 volunteers

• General help: 10 volunteers

Someone suggested that we poll people for poten-

tial names for the space:

• South River Park

• Derby St Greenway

• Derby River Lot

• Derby Green 

• Lawn on Derby

• Salem Space

• 289 Derby

Retonica laser show connects to the National Grid building 
across the South River and inspires possibilities

Participants sign up for “Friends of 289 Derby” and take a 
memento magnate

Participants inspect and discuss the final plan revealed
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Event Five: Final Schematic Plan

CBA Landscape Architects: final schematic plan, images, and 
programmatic diagrams
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The	five	289	Derby	Community	Design	Events	

happened	every	Wednesday	evening	from	May	24	

–	June	21.	During	the	events,	we	collaboratively	

shaped	the	future	of	a	new	waterfront	park	–	289	

Derby.

At	the	final	event,	one	participant	said	they	have	

enjoyed watching 289 Derby transform from 

an uneven parking lot into a place for communi-

ty	gathering.	They	noted	the	timeline:	first	the	

ground was evened, then murals livened up the 

brick wall, then we painted the colorful stumps 

for seating, then strung pinwheels on the water’s 

edge,	and	now	–	at	the	final	event	–	the	space	is	

filled	with	groups	of	people	here	and	there,	chat-

ting, sitting, looking over the favorite plan design, 

in the shade of a tree, watching kids paint, looking 

out at the water. 

The Community Engagement facilitated by Salem 

Public Space Project and Creative Salem result-

ed in community buy-in and enthusiasm for the 

collaborative design and stewardship of a the new 

waterfront park. It’s meaningful that the transfor-

mation of 289 Derby was a local effort that show-

cased the varied talent in our small city, and the 

strong passion for community. 

With	this	local	support,	we’ve	succeeded	in	our	

three objectives:

1.	 We	collaboratively	designed	a	schematic	

plan direction with strong public support (80% per 

our Placemaking Placemats) 

2.	 We	created	the	types	of	events	that	could	

actually	happen	on	site	–	from	an	outdoor	movie,	

to dancing, to paddle-boarding in the South River 

–	and	helped	collectively	imagine	the	possibilities.

3. The above efforts inspired interest in local 

stewardship of some key elements of the park and 

programming for 289 Derby. 

CBA Landscape Architects further developed the 

“curvy”	scheme	for	our	final	event.	

The schematic plan shows a balance between 

community	desires:	green	space	helps	define	

paved	surfaces,	both	flexible	for	varied	activities.	

The design buffers the noise from Derby Street, 

and seeks to open to the water. The seating is both 

flexible,	and	integrated	with	the	green	space	edge,	

and may hold some playful surprises.  The green 

space is both peaceful with educational elements 

including demonstration garden with native 

plants for pollinators. These physical elements will 

help facilitate the desire for a safe, peaceful space 

connected to nature, and balanced with bustling 

community gatherings for performances and 

group exercise in the summer, and ice skating in 

the winter. 

With	a	budget	of	750K	from	a	state	grant,	the	

priority will be to create a beautiful, resilient 

container that will facilitate these varied desires 

–	such	as	an	amphitheater-like	space,	lawn	with	

shade and trees, a multi-use stage, good lighting, 

a variety of areas for meetings, play, and chance 

encounters. A layer of creative elements will need 

to come in a later phase and/or through communi-

ty partnerships. 

Final Event: Party at 289 Derby; photo by Creative Salem

Summation
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The programming of 289 Derby will undoubtedly 

involve many people and groups. For now, we are 

focusing on the ongoing engagement and stew-

ardship for physical elements in the space, the 

most popular nine are listed below.

Note: all potential partners listed are people and/or 
groups who have expressed an interest in 289 Derby 
during our five weeks of engagement and we don’t 
consider the interest binding. Furthermore, we are 
interested in any and all groups who have interest 
in any of the design / programming / maintenance 
elements who haven’t yet participated or expressed 
particular interest in specific elements. 

Green Space
1. Botanical Gardens 
A demonstration, teaching, or native species 

botanical garden has been a popular idea from 

the very start, popular across varied engagement 

tactics. 

Potential partners 

• Salem GreenSpace with the YMCA has a great 

model of a progressive community garden at 

Palmer Cove, and a potential model for 289 

Derby

• Far From the Tree with their new Maine or-

chard! Participants have expressed a desire for 

fruit trees and edibles.

• Artists who can draw and design plant identity 

plaques

• Many interested participants who signed up 

for “Green! Friends of 289 Derby” 

2. Labyrinth
An artful, beautiful place for contemplation and 

walking is an idea compatible with many people’s 

desire for a peaceful yet creative park space. 

A labyrinth can be visually interesting, yet still a 

flat	surface	easily	accessible	to	people	of	all	ages.

The surface can also double as a space for group 

exercise and a multi-use stage with integrated 

splash-pad features. The area can be a space for a 

small skating rink in the winter.

The labyrinth can integrate visual elements of:

• Artful Expression

• Maritime History

• Marine life and ocean awareness and / or lunar, 

tide cycle, calendar, sea level rise 

Potential partners:

• Salem Council on Aging

• Salem Main Streets

• Salem Arts Association

• Salem	Sound	Coast	Watch

• From the Bow Seat 

Structures
3. Informational Kiosk
Many desire a place with information about park 

events, as well as storage for events. 

Other desired amenities include:

• Water	fountain	(for	people	an	pets)

• Bike Racks

• On-site Calendar of Events

• Bathrooms

4. Bridge to Peabody Street Park
Note: South River boardwalk extension is already 
planned by the City and will use different funds.
The idea to create a new green space to another 

green space across the river is desired by many 

participants, especially those wanting to connect 

to the Point Neighborhood. 

The bridge would also shift the center of the 

greenspace to the South River and open up op-

portunities for new perspectives to view a water 

festival	or	floating	stage	/	performance	space.

Potential partners

• Point Neighborhood Association

• Salem Sound Coastwatch

• Salem Public Space Project

Art/ Creativity Space
5. Rotating outdoor art gallery
The popularity of the murals during the events in-

spired many to want an ongoing rotating outdoor 

art installations / murals

6. Integrated seats as play structure / art piece
While	there	has	been	opposition	to	a	tradition-

al playground, the notion of seating that can be 

climbed on and inspire play is popular. 

7. Sculpture for the blind
A participant made this popular suggestion - an-

other way to call on Salem’s artist community to 

create an imaginative and inclusive art-work.

8. Artful Intervention at National Grid Fence
The	final	event	featured	a	lightshow	on	the	Na-

tional	Grid	building.	While	changing	the	building	

facade may not be possible, art on the fence has 

been an idea to reimagine the main view from 289 

Derby from the beginning.

9. Sculptural Fence at Water’s Edge
A participant suggested this popular idea to add 

an artful take on a utilitarian element of the space.

Potential partners for all Art / Creativity Spaces:

• Public Art Commission

• Salem Arts Association

• Salem	Sound	Coast	Watch

• From the Bow Seat

• Salem Main Streets

• Salem Public Space Project

• Creative Salem

Future Collaboration + Stewardship
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Appendix A Community Input Event 1
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Appendix A Community Input Event 1
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Appendix A Community Input Event 1
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Appendix A Community Input Event 1
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Appendix B - Chalkboard Suggestions Event 1
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Appendix B - Chalkboard Suggestions Event 2
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Appendix C Creative Salem Surveys
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